8x8 is a cloud provider of voice, accounting principles) pre-tax loss.
The total consideration of
video, chat and contact centre solutions for more than one million users US$125 million represents less than
worldwide, while Wavecell offers four times the anticipated calendar
SMS, chat apps, video interaction and 2019 revenue for Wavecell.
It comprises some US$69 million
voice solutions to help businesses enin cash and US$56 million in 8x8 comhance their customer experience.
A CPaaS is a cloud-based platform mon stock.
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that allows firms to add real-time communications features – such as chat, customary adjustments as well as
voice and video – to their own cus- holdback and escrow arrangements.
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Wavecell has 80 employees in
Its investors include Qualgro, a
total, with 47 in the Singapore office, South-east Asia-focused fund; MDI
an external spokesman for 8x8 told Ventures, a corporate venture capital
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(VC) initiative by Telkom Indonesia;
The acquisition provides 8x8 with and Wavemaker Partners, an earlyan established technology platform stage VC firm based in Los Angeles
and a high-growth revenue business and Singapore.
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partners in major innovation hubs.
Besides boosting startup collaborations between Singapore and Vietnam, the addition of Ho Chi Minh City
to the existing network of 11 cities
will create more internship opportunities for Singapore students in startups and innovative companies in
Vietnam, said Enterprise Singapore
on Thursday.
Enterprise Singapore, Singaporebased venture capital firm Quest Ventures and Vietnam government-backed agency Saigon Innovation Hub (SIHUB) will organise curated programmes to connect Singapore startups to partners, investors
and customers in Vietnam.
This will help them set up,
test-bed and commercialise their solutions, and form business partnerships. It will also support Vietnamese
startups to set up in Singapore.
Targeted to start in September, the
first cohort of the programme will involve up to 10 Singapore startups,
with another two runs of the programme expected to take place over
the next 12 months.
The market access programme

At the signing of the MOU between Enterprise Singapore, Quest
(SIHUB) were (seated, from left) Jonathan Lim, director of Global
Jeffrey Seah, partner at Quest Ventures; Hyunh Kim Tuoc, CEO o
consul general; Png Cheong Boon, CEO of Enterprise Singapore;
Pham Hong Quat, director general of the National Agency for Tec
Commercialisation Department (NATEC). PHOTO: ENTERPRISE SINGA
will be conducted over three phases,
with the third phase being optional.
The first phase will take place in
Singapore and provide local startups
with Vietnam mentors to refine business proposals. This is followed by a
second phase over one-and-a-half
weeks in Ho Chi Minh City. Startups
will meet with pre-arranged corporate partners, pitch to local investors
for strategic investments and validate their products and services with
local customers.
If needed, interested startups can

NTU, Rolls-Royce to deepen ties in Phase 2 of corporate lab
Singapore
AS the global aviation sector continues to take off, innovations that will
be developed in Singapore aim to
make the industry both more efficient and environmentally sustainable.
These include the development of
energy storage solutions for hybrid-electric aircraft, which, coupled
with the use of other technology,
could cut aircraft carbon emissions
by as much as 30 per cent, said
Rolls-Royce central technology director David Smith.
He added that prototypes of such
aircraft will be in the air within a year,
with the technology likely to become
more commonplace within the next
decade.
This is among 29 projects being developed as part of an S$88 million
second phase of a research partnership between the British engineering
giant and the Nanyang Technological
University (NTU), which was
launched on Thursday.
This follows the establishment of
a S$75 million joint corporate laboratory between NTU and Rolls-Royce in
2013, the first such facility under a National Research Foundation scheme
and the largest of Rolls-Royce’s 29 university technology centres worldwide.
This first phase, which saw 53 research projects in areas such as
power electronics and data analytics,
also saw the development of several
technologies now being used by
Rolls-Royce.
These include a virtual engine
emulator, which employs artificial intelligence to reduce the design time
for large engines and turbines.
NTU president Professor Subra
Suresh noted that the five-year first
phase not only produced research
with practical applications for in-

then have support provided
Ventures and SIHUB over th
months, including online
and on-site engagement.
As part of the GIA, Ngee
technic (NP) has inked
andums of understanding
Vietnamese companies, S
Quest Ventures. NP aims to
students over the next two
internships with its partner
port this initiative, NP will a
ting up its first GIA office
Minh City in August.
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Mr Heng (third from
left), Prof Suresh
(third from right)
and Mr Smith
(right) at the launch
on Thursday of
Phase 2 of the
corporate
laboratory. The
S$75m joint lab is
the largest of
Rolls-Royce’s 29
university
technology centres
worldwide.
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dustry, but also provided internships
for 200 undergraduate and 40 PhD
students.
According to the International Air
Transport Association, total carbon
emission of the global aviation industry in 2017 was about 859 million
tonnes or about 2 per cent of all carbon emissions worldwide.
Deputy Prime Minister Heng Swee

Keat, who attended Thursday’s event,
said that with air traffic volume expected to double to 8.2 billion passengers worldwide – half of them will be
from the Asia-Pacific – in the next two
decades, the challenge will be to accommodate this growth in an environmentally sustainable way.
He noted the five-year second
phase of the corporate laboratory represents a joint investment of S$88 mil-

lion from NTU, Rolls-Royce and the
government.
This is an example of the Republic’s “commitment to focus on building for the long term” despite the current economic outlook, said Mr Heng,
who is also the Finance Minister. “I am
heartened that despite the uncertain
and volatile economic outlook, there
continues to be strong investments in
research and innovation.”
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SGX to propose scrapping rule on minimum trading price: source
❚ Continued from Page 1
“I know that at some point in time SGX
will say we can move to Catalist,” Mr
Yap said. “But why do I need a sponsor?... If it comes to a point in time
when the exchange asks me to make a
decision, I’ll make it and tell them, it’s
your fault, not mine.”
Lee & Lee lawyer Adrian Chan said
the Mainboard’s financial criteria
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watch list – which puts on notice companies with three straight loss-making years and a market cap below
S$40 million – is a good enough gatekeeping mechanism.
“I understand that the introduction of the MTP requirement is intended to elevate the overall quality of
the stocks listed on the Mainboard,”
said Mr Chan, who also sits on a number of company boards. “In addition,

lower priced securities are considered to be more susceptible to market abuses and higher volatility.
“However, ‘dressing up’ the share
price through consolidation exercises
to meet the MTP requirement does
not ultimately address the underlying value of the stock or the profitability of the business of the company. So
you could have a situation where a
perfectly profitable business triggers

a possible default under i
other contractual covenan
the company sliding into
watch list when its share p
downwards.”
Stefanie Yuen Thio of T
Corp said the MTP rule is
tool” aimed at discouragin
manipulation and rigging. B
longer necessary with new
logy and resources now av

